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AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD/AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION SPECIFICATION NO. 28 FOR ROOT CANAL FILES AND REAMERS, TYPE K FOR HAND USE

FOREWORD
(This foreword does not form a part of the revision to ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28 for Root Canal Files and Reamers, Type K for Hand Use.)

Revision of Specification No. 28-1988 includes adoption of Specification No. 28a, Root Canal Files and Reamers, Type K Addendum published in 1996. The ADA Standards Committee on Dental Products (SCDP) Working Group 4.27 incorporated a number of editorial changes based on commonly accepted documents updates and clarification of the previous edition. Listed below is a summary of the technical changes or additions in the revised document.

Title "FOR HAND USE" added reflecting the restriction identified in the Scope.

4.2 Inspection
Replaced "2X magnification" with "without magnification" was determined by the working group, WG 4.27, to be sufficient to identify metal corrosion.

5.2.2.1 Diameters
Requirement for measurement of diameter D0 was removed. The working group added the procedure for calculation of the tip diameter.

5.2.2.2 Taper
Procedure for determination of the taper value was improved using wording from ISO 3630.

5.2.2.3 Tip
Procedure was expanded to define the proper visual orientation of the tip for reproducible measurement.

5.2.2.4 Length
Definition of instrument length was added to the measurement procedure.

6 Preparation for delivery
Entire section replaced by duplication of sections for Designation, marking and identification, Packaging, and Marking from ISO 3630.

7 Notes
Section deleted since information is no longer required.

The provisions of this new document are harmony with ISO 3630, Part 1, 1992 except for the method to identify the location for the diameter measurement points. The subcommittee maintains that due to the nature of diameter dimensions along a taper, it is useful for proper understanding by testers and users, to designate the location with a descriptive subscript which informs. For instance, the location of the diameter along the taper is specified at 3 mm and 16 mm from the tip. We designate these diameters as D3 and D16 while ISO 3630 designates these same diameters as d2 and d3.
Table 1
Size 006 added and tip dimension listed as referenced. Tolerance for sizes 070-140 changed to ±0.04.
Contents (color code) moved from Table 4 to Table 1. Table 4 deleted.

Tables 2 and 3
Size 006 added and values converted to SI units.
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD/AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION SPECIFICATION NO. 28 FOR ROOT CANAL FILES AND REAMERS, TYPE K FOR HAND USE

1 SCOPE AND CLASSIFICATION
1.1 Scope. This specification is for endodontic files and reamers for hand use only having a working part taper of 2% (0.02 millimeter per millimeter of length) as in endodontic preparation or shaping operations.
1.2 Types. The instruments covered by this specification shall be of the following types.
   A Reamers, type K
   B Files, type K

2 APPLICABLE SPECIFICATIONS AND REGULATIONS
The following documents form a part of this specification.

2.1 Specifications
   ASTM B16 for free-cutting brass.

2.2 Regulations
   Quality System Requirements (QSR) issued by the Food and Drug Administration.

3 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Dimension
3.1.1 Diameters
   The diameters designated as D0, D3, and D16 for all sizes of files and reamers with an allowable tolerance shall be as shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 when tested as specified in 5.2.2.1.

3.1.2 Taper
   The taper of the cutting portion of the file or reamer shall be 0.02 mm per millimeter of cutting length when tested as specified in 5.2.2.2.

3.1.3 Tip
   The tip length of the instrument shall be measured by the development of an included angle of 75° with an allowable tolerance of ± 15° for all instruments as shown in Figure 1 when tested as specified in 5.2.2.3. Shape of tip is optional.

3.1.4 Lengths
   The length of the cutting portion of the instrument shall not be less than 16 mm. The length of the instrument shall be the nominal length with a tolerance of ± 0.5 mm when tested as specified in 5.2.2.4.

3.2 Sterilization
   Following one cycle of sterilization by autoclave and dry heat, the instruments shall still comply with requirements specified in 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5 when treated as specified in 5.3.2.1.

3.3 Resistance to fracture by twisting
   The maximum torsion strength before failure and the angular deflection at failure of each